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Introduction and Foundational Objectives
Rationale for these resources
The Saskatchewan Organic Directorate (SOD) has produced these materials to help learners explore the
challenges and advantages of local food production and the preparation of tasty dishes based on Saskatchewan
local, organic products.
The following modules* from the Ministry of Education Food Studies10/30 are developed within these materials.
Current Food Issues
Foundational Objectives:



To develop the desire and ability to access knowledge about issues and obtain factual information before
forming opinions about food related issues.



To be aware of and practice environmental protection through conservation and recycling

Common Essential Learnings: Foundational Objectives



To explore present technology and its relationship to the world’s food supply (TL)



To explore the relationships between culture and the social and geographical influences on food customs.
(PSVS)

The Science of Nutrition
Foundational Objectives



To understand the importance of the science of nutrition



To better understand the social and cultural aspects of food for all people.



To develop the desire and ability to access knowledge about issues and obtain factual information before
forming opinions about food related issues.

Common Essential Learnings: Foundational Objectives



To understand and use the vocabulary related to diet, food and food preparation. (COM)



To interpret data and tables for nutritional value of foods. (NUM)



To apply knowledge when making independent decisions regarding food choices and preparation. (CCT, IL)

Make Mine Quick and Healthy
Foundational Objectives



To be creative when applying knowledge about nutrition to food preparation.

Common Essential Learnings: Foundational Objectives



To gain the knowledge and develop the skills required to make appropriate food choices and to become discriminating consumers. (CCT)

*NOTE: Corresponding modules in Food Studies 10/30 (SK Ministry of Education)
Current Food Issues– Module 27
The Science of Nutrition– Module 17
Make Mine Quick and Healthy– Module 16
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Make Mine Quick and Healthy
Foundational
Objectives
 To be creative
when applying
knowledge about
nutrition to food
preparation.
Common Essential
Learning’s
Foundational
Objectives
 To gain the
knowledge and
develop the skills
required to make
appropriate food
choices and to
become
discriminating
consumers
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Do We Eat the Right Foods?
Learning Objectives



To analyze the effect of lifestyle on the eating
patterns and the nutritional status of Canadians.



To evaluate prepared and convenience foods.

Resources and Materials

How does the Dieticians of Canada
Recipe Analyzer work?
“Take a recipe you want analyzed and enter the title, the
number of servings, ingredients and quantities, cooking
instructions and method. When you are finished entering
your recipe - hit “analyze” to receive your recipe analysis.





Canada Food Guide



Millis, Paulette (2007) Cook your way to health.
Soul Food Publication p. 171, 173, 174



Learn to be Healthy: Health Science Education
Tools for Educators



United States Department of Health and Human
Service: Nutrient Dense Foods Dietary Guidelines
for Americans, 2005
(attached)



Canadian Nutrient File: a searchable, online data
base that illustrates nutrients in foods
Click on “Search online for foods in the Canadian
Nutrient
File, version 2007b.”



on display- packaging from convenience foods used in class members’ homes

Dieticians of Canada recipe analyzer for nutrients
Saskatchewan Pulse Growers: Cooking and
Nutrition

The recipe analysis is an approximation of the calories
and nutrients from one serving of your recipe. The accuracy of the nutrient analysis depends on the ingredients and
amounts you choose. If an incorrect amount for any ingredient is entered this will decrease the accuracy of your
nutrient analysis. There are limitations to the foods you
can choose based on the foods which are available in the
database. The recipe analysis is not a replacement for a
nutrient analysis done by a Registered Dietitian. If you
have specific nutrition-related concerns you should speak
to a dietitian in your area.”
source– Dieticians of Canada

Assessment



Record assessment information from students work in step #7, to determine the degree to which they met the
objectives.

Learning Event
Prior Preparation



Have students bring the packaging for one or more types of convenience food from their home, in preparation for
# 5 below.

Set
1. Advance organizer





Do We Eat the Right Foods?
Define nutrient-density
What does it mean to me?

Method
1. Ask students to list ten foods, including snacks and drinks, that they generally enjoy. A vote may be needed.
Record these visually for the class. Then tell students that they will, by the end of the class, return to analyze this
list further, after looking at nutrient density in foods.
2. Read the first paragraph of the attached description of nutrient dense foods. Define the general meaning of the
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3.

4.

term “nutrient-dense”.
Form small groups and have students research, using the Canadian Nutrient File, and rank the class’ favourite
foods from most to least nutrient dense. Summarize as a class and discuss the results. Suggest possible food
combinations using mostly nutrient-dense foods.
Have students identify the factors that influence food choices of individuals and families. Because many families
use convenience foods to save time, list the types and frequency of convenience foods used by the students/
families in the class (on display), and record as below.

type of convenience
food

5.
6.







7.




9.

percentage of
students’

average number
of times

nutrient –dense (N-D) or low
nutrient-dense (L-D)?

families using this
food

per week

thoughts?

Assess the nutrients in the convenience foods in the list, and decide whether each is nutrient-dense (N-D) or
low nutrient–dense (L-N).
Discuss the results of the above analysis with students:
possible issues about processing and packaging
needs / wants met
those that are not met
what is lacking
what is overabundant, and
what changes could lead to better nutrition.
As a homework assignment, ask students to:
describe the importance of nutrient density to personal health.
use the information about nutrient density and find or create a recipe for a tasty and healthful meal, and
explain, in writing, why the meal is nutritious, and its person cost.
Assess students’ work and record on anecdotal record template (attached).
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Nutrient-Dense Foods
source: United States Department of Health and Human Service
Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2005

“Nutrient-dense foods are those foods that provide substantial amounts of vitamins and minerals
(micronutrients) and relatively few calories. Foods that are low in nutrient density are foods that
supply calories but relatively small amounts of micronutrients, sometimes none at all. The
greater the consumption of foods or beverages that are low in nutrient density, the more
difficult it is to consume enough nutrients without gaining weight, especially for sedentary
individuals. The consumption of added sugars, saturated and trans fats, and alcohol provides calories while providing little, if any, of the essential nutrients....
...Selecting low-fat forms of foods in each group and forms free of
added sugars—in other words nutrient-dense versions of foods—
provides individuals a way to meet their nutrient needs while avoiding
the overconsumption of calories and of food components such as
saturated fats. However, Americans generally do not eat nutrientdense forms of foods. Most people will exceed calorie recommendations if they consistently choose
higher fat foods within the food
groups—even if they do not have
dessert, sweetened beverages, or
alcoholic beverages.
If only nutrient-dense foods are selected from each food group in the
amounts proposed, a small amount
of calories can be consumed as
added fats or sugars, alcohol, or
other foods....Eating in accordance
with the USDA Food Guide or the
DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop
Hypertension) Eating Plan will also
keep intakes of saturated fat, total
fat, and cholesterol within the limits
recommended.”
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Anecdotal Record Template
Class_________________________ date_____________________________
Instructions: Record the names of students in the sections, and comment on their movement towards the intended outcomes.
If needed, create a legend to rate progress:
5______________4_________________3_________________2_____________________1__________________
___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________
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What did Elders do for food?
Learning Objectives



To incorporate whole nutrient dense foods into lifestyle
easily, and with tasty recipes and food combinations.



To analyze the effect of lifestyle on the eating patterns
and the nutritional status of Canadians.



To evaluate prepared and convenience foods.

Resources and Materials



Documentary short films about Elmer Laird –leader of
organic farming in Saskatchewan: organic Elder



Collection of Elmer Laird’s writing with the Davidson
Leader





Community Elders and seniors
Funds to purchase meal ingredients (from local sources)
Computer access for food manual creation (step 6)

Assessment



See step 10 for assessment ideas. Record these
observations.




Taste test of prepared foods (see attached)
Anecdotal record for kitchen use (attached)

Elmer Laird, Vicki Wilson,
Ruby Harrison, Gordon Pocha

Learning Event
Background and Prior Preparation



In this lesson students look to the best practices of the past. They are asked to interview Elders/seniors to
determine their food ways and how they managed without mass-produced food items that are available today.



Do the previous lesson before this lesson. As well, arrange for students to interview seniors/ Elders in the
community, for example, in seniors’ homes.

Set
1. Advance organizer






What Did Elders Do for Food?
How does the food experiences of Elders as youth compare and contrast with youth today?
What are the challenges and benefits of getting food close to home?
Do people still acquire foods in the same ways?

Method
1. Ask students to think back to the lives of the Elders and seniors that they know and imagine them as children
and youth in the 1930s and 40s. Brainstorm the types of foods that would have been staple foods and where
they were acquired, as in the example begun below.
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sources?
foods used?
cereal

Elders as

hunting, trapping,
fishing

fruit

youth

milk

local dairies, or from
family farm

wild game

bread

vegetables

berries

beef, pork, poultry

3.

4.
5.

Examine the emerging picture and draw conclusions about the food of Elders as youth (e.g. mostly local, most
unprocessed, very few ingredients, home made, and so on).
Have students, in small groups, visit Elders in the community and interview them and take jot notes about:





their lives as youth



a favourite supper dish as a youth and a recipe or instructions as to how to prepare ingredients (to be used
later)

what their daily foods were
how they acquired them, and when they grew their own food, the practices they used to enrich the soil and
manage weeds

 where their families would have acquired most of the ingredients
Add further thoughts and ideas to those generated by students earlier.
Using a Venn diagram compare and contrast the experiences of youth in the 1930s and 1940s with that of youth
today (from previous lesson). What are differences and similarities?

Challenges

Benefits

Food Changes Over Time

1930s and
1940s

similarities

2.

today

Challenges

Benefits
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6.

7.

8.

9.

Note the challenges and benefits over time concerning food.






Why are there differences?



the distance ingredients travelled,
the sources of energy required to
produce and ship and, the cost



how the dish compares with the
nutrient density of their favourite
foods from the previous lesson



how the key attributes (step 5) compare and contrast with food from the 1930s and 40s and what is
available today




the lifestyle factors that have led to current types of odd choices





the value of Elders’ food ways relative to current practices, prepared versus packaged

What are the similarities (e.g. some students may eat garden or famers’ market produce)?
What aspects, if any, of earlier food production would add to quality today? Explain.

What aspects, if any, of current food production do not add quality? Explain.
Place students into small groups (to
work together over several classes).
Discuss the information and determine
3-5 key attributes of a good food
system (i.e. where food is tasty,
affordable, accessible, fresh, healthy
and doable). Have groups present
their ideas to the class. Have groups
adjust their key attributes based on
ideas presented by others.
Have each group prepare the recipe
given to them by the Elder (step 3) in
much the same manner as the Elder’s
family had. They may not be able to
find all ingredients locally, in which
case they may note it and purchase
from another source. Note the cost of
ingredients and the cost per person.
Keep the recipe and other information
for the next lesson.
Have groups assess their prepared
dish and determine:

a summary statement about action they can take to ensure the key attributes guide their food choices more
often
10. Review group responses to this exercise and note the extent to which each group identifies:
nutrient density in foods
lifestyle factors that determine what and how people eat currently

Extending the lesson



Review the information about Elmer Laird as an Elder involved for 40 years as an organic producer and leader in
Saskatchewan and nationally. Discover the reasons why he chose to become an organic farmer and hi s life as
an activist until his passing in 2010 at the age of 86.
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Taste Test
prepared
food

taste

texture

distinctive
flavour

adjustment?

appearance

comments:
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Anecdotal record for kitchen use
class_____________________

student

sanitation

unit / module_________________ date____________________________

followed recipe
specs

proper cooking
techniques

clean up

student
involvement

comments:
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Quick and Healthy in Saskatchewan
Learning Objectives



To incorporate whole nutrient dense foods into
lifestyle easily, and with tasty recipes and food
combinations.



To analyze the effect of lifestyle on the eating
patterns and the nutritional status of
Canadians.



To search for Saskatchewan sources, organic
as much as possible, of foods to prepare
“from scratch”.



To practice active listening skills to gain
information.

NOTE: This lesson also focuses on skill
development in Information Technology (IT).



IT - Saskatchewan’s Ministry of Education
provides guidelines for K-12 classrooms. The
entire document can be viewed at Information
and Technology Skills Checkpoints.

Resources and Materials







Internet access



Saskatchewan-Alberta Organic Producers Directory

guidebook assignment and rubric (attached)
local producers, organic producers, chefs using organic produce

Getting real About the High Price of Cheap Food, Bryan Walsh, 2008 (in http://www.time.com)
Saskatchewan Organic Directorate– and http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/ for information on : Why buy
organic? and “What does “certified organic” mean?”

Assessment




Active Listening-Self Assessment– for guest speaker and group work
Use and anecdotal record template to note demonstrated interest in developing the food guidebook.

Learning Event
Set
1. Advance organizer





Quick and Healthy in Saskatchewan
why focus on local, organic ingredients?
creating a food guidebook for quick and healthy eating

“Unless Americans radically rethink the way they grow and consume food, they face a future of eroded
farmland, hollowed-out countryside, scarier germs, higher health costs — and bland taste. Sustainable
food has an élitist reputation, but each of us depends on the soil, animals and plants — and as every
farmer knows, if you don't take care of your land, it can't take care of you. “
source: Time, “Getting real About the High Price of Cheap Food”

2.
Put
the
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quote in the box below for all to see. What is the warning?

Method
1.

Present students with the task of creating an electronic food guidebook (recipes and other information) that
reflect the key attributes they identified in the previous lesson. Provide the assignment and assessment sheets
(see attached).

2.

Tell students that , as much as possible, they are to use Saskatchewan certified organic foods, to help ensure
that prepared snacks and dishes meet the key attributes and contribute to more sustainable living practices.

3.

Review:



Why buy organic?



Canada Organic labeling

What does “certified organic” mean?
reasons for certified organic 
4. Discuss the
reasons to look
environment:
for certified
organic
foods,
ensuring
environment
that the
discussion
goes
beyond
community:

5.

environment:

community:
community

economy:

benefits of certified organic

economy

food
and
production methods to the underlying reasons that
over 1,200 Saskatchewan food producers have
committed to the extra effort, time and expense to
certify and maintain the certification of their food
production.

economy:

Contact a local producer (e.g. from the Organic Producers Directory or from http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/) to
be a guest in the class and prepare questions, using the pillars of sustainable development below as guidelines,
for her or him around their reasons for and benefits of certified organic production.
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Why buy organic?
“When you purchase the food you eat, you are
making choices - about your health, the health of
your family, and the health of our environment. As
you are concerned with the quality of your health,
you should also be concerned with the quality of
the food you eat. Organically grown crops are
produced without the problems to health and the
environment inherent in chemical farming. Farm
chemicals, which once seemed such a boon to
agriculture, are increasingly proven to contribute
to our nation's health problems.
Organic farmers reject the philosophy that we
must poison our environment to produce enough
food for us all to eat. They are pioneering the
development of farming systems to control
damaging insects, fungus and disease by
improving the health of their soil through the
harmonious balance of eco-systems. One of the
cornerstones of organic farming is that plants
grow in living soils, high in humus and teeming
with microorganisms, and show increased vigor
and resistance to plant pests. Healthier soils
produce healthier crops, which, in turn, results in
a healthier population. “

formalized Canadian regulations
in June, 2009

The following substances or
techniques are among those
forbidden in either the
production or handling stages
of products that bear the
Canada Organic label:



source: Saskatchewan Organic Directorate





All materials and products
produced from genetic
engineering.
Synthetic pesticides, wood
preservatives or other
pesticides, except as
specified in CAN/CGSB32.31.
Fertilizer or composted plant
and animal material that
contains a prohibited
substance.
Sewage sludge used as a
soil amendment.
Synthetic growth regulators.
source: www.cbc.ca, June 30, 2009
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What does “certified organic” mean?
Once you have decided to seek out organically grown foods another problem presents
itself. How can you tell that food sold as "organic" really is organic? Although our
government has adopted guidelines for definitions of the various "organic"
appellations, policing and regulating the food industry to prevent fraudulent claims is in
itself an enormous task.
The only way to guarantee that the product you are buying is in fact "organically grown
and/or processed" is to ascertain that it is certified by a reputable independent organic
grower association. A farmer cannot certify his/her own crop.
In order to use a certified organic seal a farmer must:


Grow, handle, and store crops in accordance with an established set of minimum
standards.
 Sign an affidavit.
 Be conscientious about soil building.
 Not use genetically modified or engineered seeds, treatments, or soil amendments.
 Keep detailed records of all farming practices and materials used.
 Be inspected by an independent evaluator annually.
Buying "Certified" organically grown foods is your guarantee that the food was truly
grown or produced according to specific guidelines. When we consider the
overwhelming environmental problems facing our children as they grow to adulthood,
we often feel hopeless and helpless of improving the situation. However, our
consumer dollar is the most powerful tool we have, and where and what we purchase
decides future food production practices.
By purchasing certified organically grown foods, we are:






Showing our support for those farmers who are practicing a sustainable form of
farming.
Preventing further chemical pollution of soil, air and water.
Saving on the enormous amount of energy required in the production of
agrichemicals.
Helping to create healthy soils, thereby reversing the serious world wide problem of
soil loss due to lack of organic fibers - a direct result of chemical fertilizers used.
source: Saskatchewan Organic Directorate
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Food Guidebook Assignment
group members __________________________________ date________________

Group Assignment (adjust as needed for independent work)
1. Your group will create a
guidebook that has:
 a collection of recipes that
meet the key attributes of a
good food system that you
identified in the previous
lesson.
 a description of where, in
Saskatchewan, to source
ingredients that are affordable,
accessible, nourishing and
fresh.
2. The guidebook can have as many recipes as you wish, but a minimum
of fifteen, and each must reflect the key attributes.
3. As we continue with other lessons in this unit you will create recipes to
include, in addition to those your group discovers.
4. You are to create a standard format using a publishing program, and
include graphics and photos as desired.
5. Give your guidebook a catchy title.
6. The final publishing will be as a PDF file (accessible online or
printable).
Assessment
On the following page is a group assessment sheet that will be used for
this assignment.
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Group Assessment of Food Guidebook Assignment
date______________

names______________________________________________
___________________________________________________

1.

Each member knew what was required in the assignment.

2.

Each member had specific tasks to do.

3.

Group members worked well together.

4.

Required leadership was there when needed.

5.

Group members encouraged each other .

6.

Group members provided information
for the assignment in an organized fashion.

7.

Each member of the group was
dependable in doing what was needed.

8.

The group did all of the assigned tasks.

9.

The group worked well together.

1

2

3

4

5

weak

somewhat
weak

average

strong

very
strong

10. The group created a guidebook that fulfills the key
attributes of a good food system, to the best of its ability.
11. The guidebook has an appropriate and catchy title.
12. The groups published a polished PDF document that
includes a variety of recipes and related information.
13. The group’s presentation was well planned, organized, and
delivered.
14. Overall, the group did well in this assignment..
Comments:
TALLY

NOTE: can be used as teacher, self or peer assessment
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Active Listening– Self Assessment

Instructions: After the activity in which you are required to listen carefully to ideas presented by others, assess yourself by placing a check mark in the appropriate box below.

STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT

USUALLY

ACTIVE LISTENING
1.

SOMETIMES

NEED TO
IMPROVE

I try not to think of other things when listening to another
sharing their views in class.

2. When I am speaking, I look about the room and make eye
contact with others, to indicate that I am communicating
3.

When another is speaking, I can separate my
from hers or his.

thoughts

4.

When I am speaking in class I observe others’ verbal and
non-verbal behaviours.

5.

I let others finish speaking before I begin to talk.

6.

I listen carefully when others are speaking and do
not assume that I know what they are going to say
or how they feel.

7.

I respectfully ask a person to repeat something if I did not
understand what she or he said.

8.

I can remember the important details of what people said
during a class discussion.

9.

I restate information to make sure I have understood
correctly.

10. I make sure that my physical presence (e.g. posture,
eye contact, quietness, and so on) when others are
speaking are respectful and do not distract others.
comments:
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In Search of Nutrient Density
Learning Objectives





To practice problem solving. (CCT, PSVS)



To incorporate whole nutrient dense foods into lifestyle easily, and
with tasty recipes and food combinations.



To examine technologies employed in the processing of prepared
and convenience foods. (TL)

To evaluate prepared and convenience foods.
To analyze the effect of lifestyle on the eating patterns and the
nutritional status of Canadians.

Resources and Materials



“The Science of Nutrition”- information and lessons specific to
nutritional needs of youth







assortment of popular sweets and salty snack foods, with packaged labels
web pages such as “Healthy Recipes” on site www.helpguide.org, for recipe ideas
Health Canada’s Healthy Living: Healthy Eating, for background information
Online lists of farmers’ markets, gardens and other local producers in http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/
online sources of local foods in Saskatchewan

Assessment



Use the attached anecdotal record for kitchen use.

Learning Event
Prior Preparation: Review lessons within “The Science of Nutrition” noted above
for ideas that may be useful.
Set
1.

Advance organizer






In Search of Nutrient Density

Why do we eat
mass produced
snack foods?

Review nutrition labeling (in “The Science of Nutrition”).
Nutrition in packaged snacks
Why do we eat mass produced snack foods? (brainstorm web for use on
large surface)



2.

Healthy alternatives
Assortment of snack foods (chips, candy, soft drinks) in their packages on display

Method
1. Review the types of information provided in nutrition labels and ingredients lists on prepared foods and snacks.
What we can learn from the label, and why is it important (this is covered in more detail in “The Science of
Nutrition”)?
2. Examine the nutrition labels and ingredients of the assortment of sweets and salty snacks and determine which
if any snacks are nutrient dense, and if they are not, the ingredients that are in place of nutrient density.
3. Brainstorm the reasons why people eat these snacks (e.g. convenience, time, availability, hunger, taste,
saltiness, and so on).
4. List types of snacks that are nutrient dense that can be made at home (e.g. nuts, home-made snacks,
vegetables, and so on).
5. Have students search for recipes for nutrient dense, home made snacks, where each item is made at home
21

6.

7.
8.

(i.e. no purchased snack item such as ‘dip’).
Locate the ingredients, using Saskatchewan sources as much
as possible, and prepare and share the snacks with the class.
Explain the nutrient density.
Taste test the prepared snacks.
Compile the recipes and have each group add them to their food
guidebooks.

Healthy Home Made Snacks
granola
fruit
whole grain muffins
vegetables and home made dip
berries
celery and peanut butter
fruit pops
smoothie
trail mix
salsa
hummus
whole grain crackers
sweets made with natural,
non sugar sweeteners
popcorn
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Taste Test
prepared
food

taste

texture

distinctive
flavour

adjustment?

appearance

comments:
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Anecdotal record for kitchen use
student

sanitation

followed recipe
specs

proper cooking
techniques

clean up

student
involvement

comments:
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Pizza: Buy It Frozen or Make It?
Learning Objectives



To incorporate whole nutrient dense foods into current
lifestyle with tasty recipes and food combinations.



To analyze the effect of lifestyle on the eating patterns and
the nutritional status of Canadians.




To evaluate prepared and convenience foods.
To examine technologies employed in the processing of
prepared and convenience foods. (TL)

Resources and Materials



Inside a Frozen Pizza Factory: BBC film (3 minutes) illustrates production process for frozen pizza





Amy Jo Ehman, Home for Dinner
Boxes from several brands of frozen pizza, heated samples of pizza for taste tests
Recipe– whole grain pizza dough

Assessment




Examine the charts created by groups in step 5 and assess the depth of analysis.



Kitchen use anecdotal record

Review the written summaries (step 6), note the depth of analysis, and the helpfulness of the lesson for
personal food choices

Learning Event
Prior preparation


1.
2.
3.

Ensure the availability of:
whole grain flour from local or regional sources
regional cheese (see box on next page)
vegetables and meats from provincial sources

Set
1. Advance organizer






2.
3.

Pizza: Buy it Frozen or Bake It?
inside a frozen pizza factory
creating our own home made from scratch pizza
compare nutrition of frozen and our home made pizza

taste test
Have assortment of frozen pizza boxes on display.
Have pizza ingredients on display, with their Saskatchewan sources noted.

Method
1. Cue in the brief video from BBC, and ask students to list the process as they watch. Ask for reactions to the film
(e.g. many may not have thought of the production process before, or about the number of pizzas that are
produced).
2. Place students into small groups and have each group examine the nutrition label of a frozen pizza. Based on
earlier discussions about nutrition and nutrient density, have students determine the nutrient density of the
pizza. Compare and contrast the various brands. Ask them to keep this information for later.
3. Organize groups to prepare a pizza. If there is adequate time, have groups find and purchase ingredients from
local sources (for the adventuresome, it is possible to grind flour too). If not, have them available and tell
students how they were sourced and the costs.
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4.
5.

6.

Using the recipe noted above, have groups prepare a whole grain pizza dough. Then prepare a sauce as noted
by Amy Jo Ehman below, followed by other ingredients as desired.
During the preparation, have two group members research the nutritional qualities of each ingredient and
determine the nutrient density of the pizza.
Have each group create a chart to compare and contrast the nutrient density of the frozen and home-made
pizzas, placing the largest ingredient first.
Have students, individually, summarize their learning in relation to the frozen and home-made pizzas. Ask for
frozen pizza ingredients

nutrient

home made pizza ingredients

value

taste test results (see next page)

nutrient
value

taste test results (see next page)

assessment
how each can be improved re nutrition and/or taste

summative comment about how this learning can assist their personal food choices.

Saskatchewan Pizza
“It is entirely possible to make a pizza with Saskatchewan ingredients.
You'll have to make your own dough and pizza sauce. Both are fairly
easy. Any bread dough recipe will do -- I like to add a squirt of olive oil
when making the dough. A sauce is easy to make by sautéing garlic,
onions, basil and chopped tomatoes (all grown here) into a thick sauce.
Choose Armstrong mozzarella cheese because there is a good chance it
was made at the Saputo factory in Saskatoon. For meat, there are lots of
choices in Saskatchewan, but I like the Italian-style salami from Emco
Meats in Saskatoon. Sprinkle on some homegrown oregano and Voila!
You have a Saskatchewan-only pizza.”
by Amy Jo Ehman, Home for Dinner
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Taste Test
prepared
food

taste

texture

distinctive
flavour

adjustment?

appearance

comments:
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Anecdotal record for kitchen use
student

sanitation

followed recipe
specs

proper cooking
techniques

clean up

student
involvement

comments:
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Eating Out or In?
Learning Objectives



To incorporate whole nutrient dense foods into
lifestyle easily, and with tasty recipes and food
combinations.



To analyze the effect of lifestyle on the eating patterns
and the nutritional status of Canadians.




To evaluate prepared and convenience foods.
To demonstrate basic knowledge and understanding
of preparing healthy, quick meals. (IL, PSVS)

Resource and Materials






farmers’ market
organic producers
Internet access
resources to purchase ingredients

Assessment



Anecdotal record noting movement towards learning objectives and student engagement in class activities

Learning Event
Set
1. Advance organizer





Eating Out or In?
How often do we eat out and how much does it cost?
Compare and contrast a restaurant meal with a homemade version.

Method
1. Have students identify favourite restaurant meals and choosing one, determine:






2.

the cost of their food, including beverages
whether the meal is nutrient dense or not, and

total time needed to acquire and eat the food
Record this information on a class chart and determine what we can learn from the information

meal

3.

the known and unknown ingredients, and sources of these ingredients

known
ingredients

sources

unknown
ingredients

sources

cost, including beverage
x 4 people

nutrient dense?
Y/N, unknown

total
time needed

Challenge the class to create a homemade, healthful menu for four people, with the following guidelines:




The ingredients must be of Saskatchewan certified organic origin as much as possible.
If certified organic is not available, students are to search for local sources of ingredients.
( http://foodmiles.saskorganic.com/ has a listing of local sources under “Consumers” )
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4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

 They are to focus on taste and nutrient density.
Divide the research responsibilities among class members. Once sources are identified, determine the amounts
needed for four people, and acquire these ingredients (assuming that this would provide enough for taste
testing).
Divide tasks and prepare the meal. As the meal is being prepared, have the class create the same type of chart
as earlier, this time focusing on the menu they’ve prepared.
When the chart is complete compare and contrast the two charts and determine the benefits of the two meals.
Have each student taste test the meal and fill out the test form on the next page.
Conclude with a discussion about what can be learned from this lesson (e.g. home cooking means we know all
ingredients and can ensure nutrient density; restaurant meals take no effort to create; homemade meals feed
more people for the same amount of money, and so on).
Have students include the menu and food sources in their food guidebooks.
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Taste test of home prepared menu
menu
component

taste

texture

distinctive
flavour

adjustment?

appearance

Benefits of this meal compared to restaurant version:

Benefits of restaurant meal compared to homemade version:
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Creating a Cheap Feast!
Learning Objectives



To explore and experience simple ways to incorporate
nutrient-dense organic foods into lifestyles



To demonstrate basic knowledge and understanding of
preparing healthy, quick meals. (IL, PSVS)

Resources and Materials




food guidebooks prepared by student groups
seasonal food sources

Assessment



Have family member fill in the attached taste test
assessment sheet.

Learning Event
Set
1. Advance organizer






Creating a Cheap Feast!
The easiest local organic ingredients to find at this time of year
OK, what can we do with them?
Preparing a “cheap feast” for our families

Method
1. Have food guidebook groups examine the recipes and food sourcing that they have uncovered to determine
which food products are easy to acquire at this time of year (e.g. from farmers’ market, producer directory, food
stores, and so on). Identify which products are the least expensive.
2. Once they have identified these products, have students either use the recipes that they have already gathered
or search for other easy recipes that use inexpensive food products as main ingredients. Choose an easy onedish recipe to prepare at home.
3. Have students prepare and serve the dish at home for any meal during the day.
4. Have at least one family member do a taste test of the dish, and have the students bring these back to class.
5. Debrief the experience as a class and have students self-assess their efforts, using the taste tests as
guidelines.
6. Ensure that these recipes and sourcing information are included in the food guidebooks.
Alternate activity



Have students prepare a dish for small groups of students or staff at school and have these people fill in the
taste test form.



Pose the question, “Have we been conditioned to select bland, overly salted, similar tasting foods?” Possible
causes being the result of cafeterias, franchises, frozen fast food and commercially prepared “one taste suits
all” mentality. Explore the backlash of a return to alternatives such as local foods, foodie shows, gardening, the
“Slow-Food Movement”, gourmet cooking clubs and renewed interest in Farmer’s markets and organic stores.
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How did the dish
taste?

How did the young person do in preparing this dish?

THANK YOU!

How could it be improved?

dish_______________________________

Was there a special flavour,
or a flavour that stood out??

Describe what made this dish special to you.

dish

name__________________

Did the dish look good? Why

date___________________

Taste Test the At-home Meal
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Guidebook Presentations
Learning Objectives



To demonstrate basic knowledge and understanding
of preparing healthy, quick meals. (IL, PSVS)



IT demonstration by student groups

Resources and Materials




Student group food guidebooks
Computer access and multi-media projection

Assessment



Group assessment (attached next page), used for
self, peer and teacher assessment

Learning Event
Set
1. Advance organizer






Guidebook Presentations
Presentations
Debriefing
Assessment

Method
1. Have each group present its guidebook to the class noting:








2.
3.
4.

The number of recipes that they included that use mostly local organic and other local ingredients
Where the best sources are located
How they ensured that the key attributes of a good food system were included
The layout of the guidebook
The title they arrived at

What they learned through this assignment
As each group is presenting its guidebook, have a group of 4-5 peers assess its work.
Conclude with a self and teacher assessment of each group’s work.
Tally the results for a group mark on the assignment.
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Group Assessment of Food Guidebook Assignment
date______________

names______________________________________________
___________________________________________________

1.

Each member knew what was required in the assignment.

2.

Each member had specific tasks to do.

3.

Group members worked well together.

4.

Required leadership was there when needed.

5.

Group members encouraged each other .

6.

Group members provided information for the assignment in
an organized fashion.

7.

Each member of the group was dependable in doing what
was needed.

8.

The group did all of the assigned tasks.

9.

The group worked well together.

1

2

3

4

5

weak

somewhat
weak

average

strong

very
strong

10. The group created a guidebook that fulfills the key
attributes of a good food system, to the best of its ability.
11. The guidebook has an appropriate and catchy title.
12. The groups published a polished PDF document that
includes a variety of recipes and related information.
13. The group’s presentation was well planned, organized, and
delivered.
14. Overall, the group did well in this assignment..
Comments:
Tally of results

NOTE: can be used as teacher, self or peer assessment
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